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George Hubble —
Prescott Medallist, 1983
Federal Council has announced that Mr. G. D. Hubble has
been awarded the J. A. Prescott Medal for Soil Science for
1983. The medal honours the lifetime work of Professor J. A.
Prescott and is given annually to a person making an
outstanding contribution to soil science. Mr. Hubble's citation
recognizes his outstanding contributions to the systematic
pedology of Australian soils and its communication through
numerous excellent publications, to the training and
motivation of many soil scientists, and to the development of
the Australian Society of Soil Science.
George Hubble graduated from the University of Adelaide in
1934 and began his professional career as an assistant
agronomist at the Waite Institute. In 1936 he joined the CSIRO
Division of Soils as one of the first full-time soil survey officers
and so was associated with the developmental phase of soil
survey in Australia, initially working in the irrigation areas of the
Murray Valley.
In 1939 he was seconded to the then Queensland
Department of Agriculture and Stock to advise on the
suitability of soils for irrigated cotton, mainly in the Theodore
and Moura areas.
Following service in the RAAF he returned to CSIRO
Division of Soils and was appointed Regional Soils Officer in
Tasmania. Here he made a significant contribution to the
characterization of Tasmanian soils, appropriately at a time
when the Tasmanian Post-War Land Settlement Committee
was examining land for closer settlement.
In 1948 he transferred to Queensland as Regional Soils
Officer. Initially he was concerned with soil mapping and
irrigation assessment of the lower Burdekin Valley.
Subsequently he examined and described soils over a large
part of the State, and in 1958 compiled the first large-scale soil
map of Queensland.
His experience in Queensland, Tasmania, and the Murray
Valley, together with his pedological observations in eastern
Australia generally, led to his recognition as an authority not
only on the soils of Queensland, but also on many of the great
soil groups of the Australian continent. This is illustrated by his
contribution to "A Handbook of Australian Soils". There the
preface, in masterly understatement, says simply "Hubble has
written the descriptions of the Great Soil Groups"; but a
perusal of the contents shows that this covers 43 groups with
comments on morphology, occurrence, genesis and use and so
demonstrates the breadth of his understanding of Australian
soils generally.
George Hubble has had long association with the
Queensland Department of Primary Industries and the close
collaboration of soils workers in the State Department and
CSIRO over a period of years is in large measure due to
Hubble's willingness to advise and train younger officers.
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George Hubble, Prescott medalist for 1983, being
congratulated by John Russell (on right).
(Photographer: Doug Sharp)
He has also had a considerable influence on Soil Science
through the Society. A Foundation Member, he was
Queensland Branch President in 1956-58, and Federal
President from September 1968 — June 1970. During this latter
period he was responsible for the decision to publish the first
Society Monograph dealing with soil factors in crop production
in semi-arid areas and for the recognition of the need for a
Glossary of Terms used in Soil Science in Australia.
He retired from CSIRO in 1978, but has maintained his
professional interests and is still active in soil science circles.

EDITORIAL
This issue of Soils News contains many items of interest to
members. For example, details are provided on the Prescott
Medallist and Publication Medal winner for 1983. Soils News
congratulates these two outstanding soil scientists on their
individual achievements.
For the information of members, Soils News again contains
a supplement which warrants close attention. Soils News also
includes the 27th Annual Report of the Society and
comprehensive details from the Honorary Federal Treasurer
on our financial position to May 31, 1983.
As Editor, I am encouraged by the scope and quantity of
submissions for Soils News. Indeed it has not been possible to
include in this issue all items recently received. These can be
expected in future issues. However there are two requests:
1. That correspondents verify the accuracy of their
contributions before forwarding them for publication.
2. Whenever possible, all submissions be clearly typed (in
duplicate).
Happy Reading.

Presidents Comment
THE PRICE OF SOIL
What is soil worth? This is more than an academic question
since the price Australia is prepared to pay both in a national
and individual sense will determine how well we cope with the
problem of soil erosion.
The complexity of this issue was mentioned in the recent
letter from the Society to the Prime Minister. The Minister for
Primary Industry (Mr. J. C. Kerin) also acknowledges this in his
reply (see letter this issue).
Both the complexity and the economic aspects of soil
conservation are emphasised in two recent CAST
Publications. The first is "Preserving Agricultural Land —
Issues and Policy Alternatives" No. 90 July 1981. The second is
"Soil Erosion — Its Agricultural, Environmental and Socioeconomic Implications" No. 92 January 1982. Both reports
were prepared by task forces. Both are well worth reading.
CAST refers to the U.S. Council of Agricultural Science and
Technology which has 25 member Societies including the Soil
Science Society of America and the American Society of
Agronomy. The Executive Vice President is C. A. Black who
many would know as author of the book "Soil-Plant
Relationships".
The reports are sobering in their realism and in their
identification of the difficulties of preventing soil loss and
achieving a steady state soil environment in a democracy.
The first task force, chaired by an economist, points out that
while the existence of a soil erosion problem is not questioned,
the solution is not obvious.
An appropriate combination of economic incentives,
regulation and education is likely to be needed. However, no
single policy alternative is likely to be acceptable within the
personal value system of all citizens or all farmers.
The major problem is that the benefits of better conservation
are often spread widely throughout society and are realised in
the future. The costs often fall on the land owner alone and are
paid immediately.
The task force concludes that there is a need for incentives
to adopt better conservation practices. It is unsure about the
role of regulation.
The second task force was chaired by a soil scientist. To help
it in its deliberations, it had available a wealth of basic data
about rates of soil loss and economic aspects of soil
conservation technologies in the U.S. that we well might envy.
The report notes that the best economic situation is one in
which human use of the soil resource provides a gainful return
to the user while at the same time preserving the resource
indefinitely.
The best ecological situation often means giving up desired
economic gains. The task force believes that most farmers are
unlikely to decide in favour of ecological values unless they are
also compensated for the higher costs and decreased yields
which may result.
Difficulties both in Australia and in the U.S. have increased
recently due to the fact that while soil vulnerability has
increased with increased cropping intensity, the economic
position of farmers has deteriorated. This has meant that their
ability to undertake soil conservation measures has decreased.
Also in Australia, recent droughts and floods have further
increased soil erosion and reduced the economic viability of
farmers.
One message coming through from the CAST reports is the
need to develop soil conservation technologies that are
economically positive or at lease neutral. It is only under these
conditions that difficult political choices such as the possibility
of higher taxes and food prices nationally and lower incomes
and onerous regulations individually will be avoided if our
Governments are serious about reducing soil erosion.
In one sense, the scientific emphasis of the letter to the Prime
Minister could be seen as self serving. Also it must be
recognised that increased research has to be paid for by the
community. Nevertheless, the more the difficulties of achieving

soil conservation in practice and in perpetuity are realized, the
more the conclusion can be drawn that the best hope of
avoiding either the high price of difficult political decisions or
continued soil erosion, rests with science and with the
intellectual talents, inventiveness and commitment of
scientists.
JOHN S. RUSSELL
Federal President

Colin Chartres —
1983 Publication
Medal Winner

Dr. Chartres (right) is congratulated on his award by
Professor Mabbutt.
Federal Council has announced that the Publication Medal for
1983 has been awarded to Dr. C. J. Chartres for his paper 'The
pedogenesis of desert loam soils in the Barrier Range, western
New South Wales. I. Soil parent materials' (Aust. J. Soil Res.
20 (1982), 269-281). The medal is awarded on the basis of the
scientific merit of a paper, its relevance to soil science, and its
effectiveness in communicating its content to the reader; it is
restricted to workers under 35 years of age.
Colin Chartres holds degrees from Bristol and Reading
Universities. After completing his PhD. at the latter, he worked
as a soil surveyor/soil scientist for an international firm of
consultants, carrying out assignments in Somalia, Nigeria,
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea.
In 1978 he was appointed as Lecturer in Pedology in the
School of Geography, University of New South Wales. Here
his teaching responsibilities include pedology, soil survey, land
evaluation and soil erosion/conservation.
His research interests include micromorphological and
mineralogical studies of soil development, particularly on
aeolian sediments (e.g. loess, parna volcanic-ash), and soil
survey and land evaluation methodology. He is currently
working on the weathering of volcanic-ash clay fractions
and soil development in ashes in Papua New Guinea and
Indonesia.
In 1982, Colin was invited to attend the 3rd Expert
Consultation on the Assessment and Mapping of
Desertification at the Food and Agricultural Organization of
the United Nations, Rome, having just worked as senior author
on a report entitled "The use of Land Systems for the
Assessment and Mapping of Desertification in N.S.W.".

27th Annual Report \
for the year ending 30th June, 1983 •
MEMBERS OF COUNCIL
President — Dr. J. S. Russell; Vice-President — Dr. L. A.
Douglas (Proxy — Dr. L. C. Bell); Branch Presidents —
Victoria — Dr. N. C. Uren (Proxy — Prof. C. W. Rose);New
South Wales — Mr. H. R. Geering (Proxy - Dr. B. J. Bridge);
Riverina — Mr. P. E. Bacon (Proxy — Mr. R. C. McDonald);
Queensland —- Mr. N. M. Dawson; Western Australia — Mr. I.
A. F. Laing (Proxy - Dr. S. A. Waring); A.C.T. — Mr. J. J.
Basinski (Proxy — Mr. A. A. Webb); South Australia — Dr. R.
G. Fawcett (Proxy — Mr. C. H. Thompson); Honorary
Secretary — Mr. I. F. Fergus; Honorary Treasurer — Mr. J. A.
Mullins; Honorary Editor — Mr. G. E. Rayment; Honorary
Auditor — Mr. E. J. Smith.
COUNCIL MEETINGS
Four ordinary meetings were held during the year; that held
in March was a Council-in-Person meeting.
MEMBERSHIP
Total membership at 30th June, 1983 was 704, a net gain of
13 during the year. Four members of the Society hold honorary
membership for life.
SUBSCRIPTION
The Federal subscription for 1982/83 was $15, an increase of
$3 over that payable the previous year. The increase was
necessary to cover rises in normal expenditure. The
subscription for student and retired members was $5.
SOILS NEWS
Four issues of Soils News were produced by the Honorary
Editor.
CHANGE IN THE CONSTITUTION
Section 6 of the Constitution was altered to read (in part):
'Council shall consist of the president, vice-president, honorary
treasurer, honorary secretary and the honorary editor of the
Society and the president of each branch'.
The effect of this change is to make the Honorary Editor a
formal member of Federal Council.
CHANGES IN THE BY-LAWS
By-Law 26
Section (i) was amended to read:
The awarding committee shall return unsuccessful
nominations in a sealed envelope to the nominator. Such
nominations shall not be automatically carried forward from
one award to the next, but this should not preclude
renomination of a candidate.
By-Law 9
This was amended to read:
The president, the vice-president, the honorary secretary,
the honorary treasurer and the honorary editor of the Society
shall ordinarily hold office for a period of two years from the first
day of July in the year in which they were elected.
By-Law 13
This was amended to read:
The honorary secretary, the honorary treasurer and the
honorary editor shall be financial members of the branch of
which the president of the Society is a member. They shall be
elected at any general meeting of that branch held at a suitable

CORRECTION
It was incorrectly reported in Soils News No. 55 that Dr. Keith
Northcote was awarded an honorary degree in Agricultural
Science by the University of Melbourne.
In fact Keith obtained his Doctor of Agricultural Science
degree from the before mentioned University for work
submitted for examination for that degree.
Soils News apologises to Keith for this error and any
embarrassment it may have caused.

time for them to be able to assume their offices when the
incoming president assumes his.
By-Law 14
This was amended to read:
If for any reason a vacancy occurs in the office of honorary
secretary, honorary treasurer, or honorary editor a new
occupant of the office shall be appointed by Council.
COMMITTEES
J. A. Prescott Medal of Soil Science
(Convenor: Mr. R. J. French)
Dr. C. H. Williams was awarded the medal for 1982.
(Convenor: Prof. R. J. Gikes)
Mr. G. D. Hubble was awarded the medal for 1983.
Australian Society of Soil Science Inc. Publication Medal
(Convenor: Dr. S. M. Bromfield)
The 1983 Publication Medal was awarded to Dr. C. J.
Chartres for his paper T h e Pedogenesis of Desert Loam Soils
in the Barrier Range, Western New South Wales. I. Soil Parent
Materials' (Australian Journal of Soil Research Vol. 20, pp. 269281, 1982).
Research Committee
(Convenor: Dr. J. Loveday)
The research committee is to report to the Society, via
Federal Council, concerning areas of research in soil science
that should be pursued to meet anticipated long term national
needs. The Committee has divided its work into five themes,
and arranged for appropriate people to prepare policy
statements for these. Several of these papers have been written
and it is expected that the remainder will be completed in the
near future. The research committee will then report to Federal
Council.
Education Committee
(Convenor: Dr. A. R. Dexter)
The work of the education committee is continuing,
following the terms and reference given in last year's report.
Surveys of some states are complete, but there have been
delays in receipt of replies from others, so that the committee is
not yet ready to report to Federal Council.
Publications Committee
(Convenor: Dr. J. S. Russell)
Preparation of the manuscript of a book to be titled T h e
Impact of Man on Australian Soils' is well in hand. Most of the
20 chapters are now complete and diagrams have been suitably
drafted. The aim is to have the manuscript ready for
consideration by the publishers late in 1983.
Salinity Terminology Committee
(Convenor: Dr. A. J. Peck)
The work of this committee is continuing, although there
have been some delays due to pressure of other responsibilities
of members of the Committee. A report will be submitted to
Federal Council in due course.
ACTIVITIES
National Soils Conference 1984
Planning for this conference to be held in Brisbane from May
13th to 18th, 1984 is well advanced. The conference will be
unrestricted, in that papers may be offered on any aspect of soil
science. There will be six review papers, dealing with such
topics as research in soil erosion, soil classification, salinity,
new technology, biology, and tillage practices; speakers for
these reviews have been selected and their agreement
obtained. Contributed papers may use either oral or poster
presentation. There will be concurrent sessions.
Two circulars have been widely distributed, the second
including a notice of intent form. Two tours, pre- and postconference, were offered.
The Society has not engaged the services of professional
Continued on page 4

NEWS from BRANCHES
S.A. NEWS
Professor Malcolm Oades (Waite Institute) will attend the
meeting of ISSS Commissions III and IV at Reading, 4-8 July, to
present an introductory lecture on "Organic matter and soil
structure". He will also visit Rothamsted and the Macaulay
Institute. In Italy he will present seminars in Pisa and visitDrs.
Sequi, Pagliai Cesci and others who visited Adelaide for the
Symposium on Modification of Soil Structure. He will attend
the annual meeting of the American Society of Soil Science in
Washington, D.C., to present a review on "Organomineral
Complexes and Soil Structure" (with W. Emerson). While in
the U.S. he will also visit the USDA Salinity Laboratory and
other centres interested in soil structure.
Dr. David Lewis (Waite Institute) will spend 5 weeks (AugustSeptember) with Dr. Jim Johnston at Victoria University,
Wellington, to continue Mossbauer studies on oxides and
polycations of iron.
Cedric Wells has taken over as Branch Vice-President and
will become President late in June.
Dr. Bill Blackmore has transferred to Adelaide from Soils
Division, CSIRO, Townsville.
Dr. David Weller of the USDA-ARS laboratory, Pullman, will
be working with Dr. Albert Rovira until December on
suppression of take-all disease.
Mr. Muhummad Aslam Kausar from the Nuclear Institute
for Agriculture and Biology (P.A.E.C.) at Faisalabad will be
working with Dr. Brian Cartwright (Soils Division, CSIRO)
until May 1984. He will be working on aspects of boron toxicity
in barley and wheat.
Dr. John Kimble of the USDA, Lincoln, Nebraska, spent a
week in Adelaide visiting the Waite Institute and CSIRO, Soils
Division.
Dr. Tony Milnes of Soil Division recently returned after
several months at the Soil and Irrigation Research Institute in
Pretoria.

27th Annual Report continued from page 3
organizers for the Conference, but is relying on the assistance
of local members. At present 36 members are involved in
various organizing committees; their enthusiasm for their work
has been most heartening to Federal Council.
Australian Geoscience Council
A.S.S.S.I. is a member society, and is represented on the
Council by Mr. P. E. V. Charman and Dr. P. H. Walker. The
aim of the Council is to promote the development of the
geosciences in the best interests of Australia.
Australian Academy of Science
Some of the national committees of the Academy have been
restructured, and the Society has correspondents or observers
on the following:
Environment
Quaternary Research
Hydrology
Agriculture, Forestry
& Soil Sciences
Solid Earth Sciences

Dr. R. J. Millington
Dr. G. G. Beckmann
Dr. G. B. Allison
Prof. J. P. Quirk
Dr. P. H. Walker

Free Entry of Scientists for International Meetings
The Society sent a telex of protest to the Prime Minister
when it appeared possible that Australia would be unable to
host international conferences if visas for overseas scientists
were restricted. Following representations from the Academy,
and from professional societies throughout Australia, a suitable

Dr. Kevin Tiller also recently returned after 2 weeks in Brazil
and a week at Kiel, West Germany.
Dr. Robin Graham (Waite Institute) has returned after 6
months at the U.S. Plant, Soil and Nutrition Laboratory at
Cornell University working with Drs. Ross Welch and Joe
Kubota (who retired recently). They are able to produce nickel
deficiency symptoms in plants — leaf tip necrosis, the necrotic
tissue containing 2-3% urea.
Mr. Kuang Yan-hua of the South China Agricultural College,
Guangzhou, visited soils laboratories at the Waite Institute,
CSIRO, and the S.A. Department of Agriculture.

QLD NEWS
Overseas travellers. With almost continuous rain in
Queensland of late, who can blame members for heading for
warmer climates overseas. Amongst current jet-setters is Mr.
Cliff Thompson who is studying podzols and exchanging views
on soil classification during a two month tour of the U.K.,
Belgium, the Netherlands and Denmark. Dr. PaulSaffigno has
departed for the U.K. where he will be spending much of his
time at Rothamsted working with Dr. David Jenkenson. Dr.
Wayne Strong is headed for Muscle Shoals, Alabama where he
will be working for 12 months at the International Fertilizer
Development Centre.
Dr. Ted Henzell, Chief of CSIRO's Division of Tropical Crops
and Pastures was awarded the Order of Australia in the
Queen's Birthday Honours.
Dr. Bill Jackson, professor of soil science at North Carolina
State University is on six months sabbatical leave at CSIRO's
Cunningham Laboratory. His research interests include the
nitrogen nutrition of plants and the transport of anions in
plants.
Dr. Rob Fitzpatrick has joined CSIRO's Division of Soils
group at the Cunningham Laboratory as a Pedologist. He was
formerly with the Soil and Irrigation Research Institute in
Pretoria, South Africa, where he carried out mineralogical and

arrangement has been agreed to by the Government to avoid
the potential problem.
Relations with the N.Z. Society of Soil Science
In correspondence between the presidents of the N.Z.
Society and A.S.S.S.I., both societies have stressed the
advantages of fostering closer ties, and ways of achieving this
are being considered.
Soil Erosion
Letters were sent to the Prime Minister and to the Minister
for Primary Industry expressing the concern of the society at
the degree of erosion of Australian soils, one indication being
severe dust-storms during the recent drought.
Honorary Membership and Honours Committee
The functions of the honorary membership committee have
been broadened, so that members who would like the Society
to submit nominations for either the Queen's or the Australian
honours lists can do so via this committee.
Other Society
Officers/Representatives
Dr. J. R. Loveday is the Public Officer for the Society, and
also Keeper of the Repository.
Dr. K. R. Peverill is the Society representative on the
Standards Association Committee on the Determination of
Contaminants in Soils.
Dr. J. N. Ladd is the Society representative on the Aust. J.
Soil Res. Advisory Committee.
/. F. FERGUS
Honorary Federal Secretary

pedological research. He plans to continue his research into
pedological processes with the emphasis on investigations into
smectite minerals, carbonates and iron oxides. They will
include studies of the cracking clays of the Darling Downs and
Brigalow lands, as well as more highly weathered soils of
Queensland.
The Queensland Branch Committee for 1983/84 was
recently elected at the 21st AGM held at the University of
Queensland Staff Club. The committee is:
President: Dr. Bob Myers, CSIRO Division of Tropical Crops
and Pastures, St. Lucia.
Vice-President: Dr. John Thompson, Queensland Wheat
Research Institute, Toowoomba.
Secretary: Alex McBratney, CSIRO Division of Soils, St.
Lucia.
Treasurer: David Cameron, CSIRO Division of Forest
Research, St. Lucia.
Committee Members: Dr. Pax Plamey, Department of
Agriculture, University of Queensland, St. Lucia. Roger
Shaw,
D e p a r t m e n t of Primary I n d u s t r i e s ,
Indooroopilly.

VIC. NEWS
Mr. P. Willoughby, Drs. G. Wright, P. Rengasamy and R.
Greene from the Irrigation Research Institute, Department of
Agriculture, Tatura, attended the Riverina Branch Soils
Conference held in Yanco, N.S.W. in May.

Ms. Glennis Petterson and Mr. Peter Slavich from the
N.S.W. Department of Agriculture, who have been gaining
research experience in the properties of saline/sodic soils at
the Irrigation Research Institute, Tatura, for the past six
months, have now transferred to Deniliquin.
Recent visitors to the Irrigation Research Institute, Tatura,
who have presented seminars to the staff have included Dr.
Mike Goss, CSIRO Division of Environmental Mechanics, who
spoke on Management Options, and Root Soil Relationships;
Dr. Gary Osborne, Agricultural Research Institute, Wagga
Wagga, speaking on Farming Systems Research Philosophy;
and Dr. David Rimmer, Department of Soil Science, University
of Sydney. Dr. Rimmer addressed the subject of High Surface
Area Carbonates — Soil Structure Stabilizers or Artifacts?

W.A. NEWS
Immediate past president Dr. Munna Sharma will be
overseas for 5 months from July. After attending a salinity
conference in Salt Lake City, Utah he will be furthering his
studies in soil physics at Pennsylvania State University and
finally visiting research institutions in the U.K. on the way
home.
A social evening at a Chinese restaurant is planned for late
August to allow Dr. Alan Robson to give us his general
impressions of China and Chinese agriculture following his
recent visit.

RIVERINA NEWS
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Some of the Yanco Conference participants during a coffee break. L. to R.: P. Bacon, H. Geering,
N.Badowy.J. Russell, L. Douglas.
A successful three day conference on "Recent Developments
sessions after each paper generated lively discussion. Dr. J. S.
in Soil Science" was hosted by the Australian Society of Soil
Russell presented the keynote address "The Challenge of the
Science, Riverina Branch, between 11th and 13th of May, 1983.
Vertisols". He also spoke on society affairs at the conference.
Around seventy soils people attended from Queensland,
N.S.W., A.C.T. and Victoria and they were treated to 31
The hospitality and facilities provided by the N.S.W.
papers covering a wide range of soil disciplines.
Department of Agriculture were greatly appreciated by the
participants.
The participants' level of interest was high and discussion

Federal Treasurer's Report
for period 9th June 1982 to 31st May 1983
Unfinancial
New
Total
Members
Members
1 Year
2 Year
4
2
5
73
109
6
39
8
156
12
18
4
39
3
4
3
102
2
18
2
107
8
6
6
98
8
16
8
2
2
20
0
37
704
41
108
The Society has built up its finances considerably during the
There has been an increase in total membership from 685 to
1981-82 and 82-83 periods. This trend should continue for some
704 for the year. Forty one new members joined the society but
years yet so that the Society will have adequate funds to carry
there were twenty two resignations and 6 terminations.
out current programmes and to make new initiatives. At the
Unfinancial members again increased during the year — 1 year
moment reserve funds are needed to fund National Soil
unfinancial from 93 to 108; 2 year unfinancial from 35 to 37.
Conferences, Society Committees and the publication of
These unfinancial members place some stress on our financies
manuscripts. The 1984 National Soil Conference will for
and incoming Branch Treasurers are asked to chase up these
instance generate a turnover of $25,000 to $30,000 by the
members.
Society. In the future, finances may be needed for the funding
of minor conferences, for educational and training workshops,
There was an excess of receipts over expenditure for the
publications, etc.
year. This was due to the fact that some planned expenditure
on travel for committees and the President did not eventuate.
The Society needs these reserves to be an active Society.

Branch
Australian Capital Territory
New South Wales
Queensland
Riverina
South Australia
Victoria
Western Australia
Overseas Membership
Total

General Fund
Statement of receipts and expenditure for period 9 June 1982 to 31 May 1983
RECEIPTS
ASSSI Subscriptions
1978/79 2 @ $2.50
1979/80 2 @ $6.00
1980/81 17 @ $6.00
1981/82 3 @ $4.00 1 @ $5.00
1 @ $13.00 69 @ $12.00
1982/83 6 @ $4.00 45 @ $5.00
2 @ $9.00 3 @ $12.00
503 @ $15.00
ISSS Subscriptions
1981 2 @ $5.00
1982 12 @ $5.00
1983 208 @ $8.00
1 @ $5.00
AJSR Subscriptions
Vol. 20 6 @ $12.50
Vol. 21 191 @ $15.00
1 @ $12.50
Dinner C in P Meeting
Interest on Deposit — Stock
S. Aust.
Interst on Cheque Account
— S. Aust.
Interest on Savings Investment Ac.
Return of Petty Cash — S. Aust.
Other

Total

EXPENDITURE
ISSS Subscriptions
AJSR Subscriptions
Photocopying
Stationery
Printing of Soils News (4 issues)
Questionnaire — Soils News
8,825.00

1,739.00

2,952.50
80.00
474.26
20.53
302.73
4.72
2.05

14,400.79

Telex
Postage

Soils News
361.50
Registration of
Soils News
50.00
Other
198.60
Return to Branches of Subs overpaid
ASSSI
12.00
AJSR
27.50
Council in Person Meeting
Dinner
352.15
Lunches
40.00
Air Fares
and Travel
2,968.50
less credit
Ansett
466.20 2,502.30
Accommodation
204.50
Taxis
106.60
Prescott Medallions
Lodgement of Financial Statement and
Federal Debit Tax
Australian Geoscience Council
Membership
Petty Cash Advances
131.12
Less cash in hand
31.72
Excess of receipts over expenditure
Total

1,817.33
2,902.50
51.73
184.14
2,655.20
125.00
5.80

610.10

39.50

3,205.55
236.18
5.70
100.00
99.40
2,362.66
14,400.79

Balance Sheet
(as at 31 May 1983)
ACCUMULATED FUNDS
GENERAL FUND
Balance at 9/6/82
Add excess of
receipts over
expenditure
Balance at 31/5/83

BANK ACCOUNTS
Cheque Account Comm.
Accumulated Funds
Deposit from Deposit
Stock S. Aust.
Deposit Stock S.Aust./
Savings Investment
Ace. (Qld)
Balance at 9/6/82
Interest S.Aust. 5/7/82
Withdrawn to ch. ac. 19/8/82
Interest (Qld) /12/82
Credit — Ansett

8,764.67
2,362.66
11,127.33

NATIONAL SOILS CONFERENCE FUND
Balance at 9/6/82
Debit 334.24
Less excess of
expenditure
over receipts
189.47
Balance at 31/5/83
Debit 523.71
MONOGRAPH FUND
Balance at 9/6/82
Add excess of
receipts over
expenditure
Balance at 31/5/83
Total

4,156.29
1.16

8,026.90
474.26
1.16
302.73

CASH IN HAND
Balance of Petty Cash
Secretary
nil
Treasurer
nil
Editor
nil
Monograph Account
31.72

2,803.55
50.93
2,854.48

8,802.73
466.20

31.72
13,458.10

Total

13,458.10

4,157.45

Petty Cash Accounts
(9 June 1982 to 31 May 1983)

RECEIPTS
SECRETARY'S ACCOUNT
Balance at 9/6/82
Advances Ch. No. 188965
188998

EXPENDITURE
3.57
20.00
5.45

Stationery
Postage
Balance at 31/5/83

3.57
25.45
Nil

Total

29.02

Total

29.02

TREASURER'S ACCOUNT
Balance at 9/6/82
Advances Ch. No. 188968
188972
188999

7.42
20.00
20.00
22.96

Petty cash returned to
General Account
Postage
Bank charges and stamp duty
Stationery
Balance at 31/5/83

4.72
52.43
2.20
11.03
Nil

Total

70.38
Total

70.38

EDITOR'S ACCOUNT
Balance at 9/6/82

Nil

Total

Nil

Balance at 31/5/83

Nil

Total

Nil

MONOGRAPH (Impact of Man...) ACCOUNT
Balance at 9/6/82
Advances

31.72
Nil

Expenditure
Balance at 31/5/83

Nil
31.72

Total

31.72

Total

31.72
Federal Treasurer's report continued overleaf.
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National Soils
Conference Account
(9 June 1982 to 31 May 1983)
RECEIPTS
Sales of Abstract and Reviews
Excess of Expenditure over Receipts

235.00
189.47

Total

424.47

EXPENDITURE
Conference Circulars
No. 1 $ 77.47
No. 2 $297.00
Deposit for Room Hire

374.47
50.00

Total

424.47

BOOK REVIEW
"Soils of Papua New Guinea"
Written by Pieter Bleeker and published by C.S.I.R.O. in
association with A.N.U. Press, 1983. $14.95.
Just as a house can never be stronger than the materials of
which it is made, so Pieter Bleeker's book on the Soils of Papua
New Guinea can never be better than the data on which it is
•based. These data are far from perfect. For a large and complexcountry they are very few. They are far from uniform, often
conflicting, and sometimes misleading. It is thus impossible to
write an excellent book about them. Thus a more restrictive
title, such as "Soil Research in Papua New Guinea" might have
been more appropriate.
The question then is not whether the book is excellent, but
whether it is worthwhile. This reviewer thinks it is, particularly
because it complements the similar volumes already published
by ANU Press on geomorphology, vegetation and climate.
Nearly half the book is devoted to the classification,
morphology, occurrence, association, fertility and land use of
Great Soil Groups. The wisdom of using the 1975 USDA Soil
Taxonomy for the classification is debatable. It's advantages
are international standing, compact a meaningful
nomenclature and generally precise criteria. Its disadvantages
are a certain arbitrariness.
Why is the mollic epipedon a criterion at order level and the
very similar umbric epipedon only at the suborder or lower
level? An unfortunate emphasis on basically environmental
rather than soil criteria.
The useless and almost insulting prefix Trop (o) for many
Great Groups occurring in areas with small seasonal
temperature fluctuations is a blatant example; as if tropical soils
are somehow bizzare, and deviations from the "norm" set in
temperate regions, and thirdly, its great dependence on
analytical data that are often not available and expensive and
laborious to obtain.
Thus in this book, many soil profiles have been classified by
association, rather than on exact data. On balance it might
have been wiser to devise a separate classification, using Soil
Taxonomy's advantages, but avoiding its defects and
problems.
The repetitive presentation of small doses of information on
each Great Soil Group in turn in Chapters 3-10 renders these
chapters rather encyclopedic and tedious. It is also a pity that
only 15 of the 62 Great Soil Groups are represented in the
detailed profile descriptions in Appendix I (which by the way,
would have been a better place for the colour plates).
This reviewer would have preferred the briefest, semi-

Monograph Account
RECEIPTS
Royalties

50.93

Total

50.93

EXPENDITURE
Expenditure
Excess of receipts over expenditure

Nil
50.93

Total

50.93

I have examined the Books of Account of the Australian
Society of Soil Science Inc. as at 31 May 1983 and certify that
the financial position as described in the above statement is
correct.
Prepared and Signed by:
J. A. Mullins, Hon. Federal Treasurer.
Signed:
E. Smith, Hon. Auditor.
tabular morphological description of Orders, Sub-Orders and
Great Groups, restricted to their diagnostic properties, and
supplemented, in Appendix I, by at least one detailed profile
description with analytical data for each Great Group. Thus
the way would have been opened for a more readable,
coherent, comparative and synthesizing discussion in separate
chapters on soil distribution, soil formation, and soil
assessment. Such an arrangement would also have brought
together the many similar tables and figures that are now
scattered throughout Chapters 3-10.
The chapter on distribution could well have combined
occurrence and association; that on formation could have
incorporated the interesting chapter on weathering. Moreover,
the chapter on assessment could have combined the fertility
sections in Chapters 3-10 with the discussion of plant nutrients
in Chapters 14, plus an assessment of physical soil limitations,
including the misplaced section on water balance in Chapter 1.
The sections on land use in Chapter 3-10, as far as they deal
with present use, could have been combined with the
discussion of native land use in Chapter 16.
Soils are not only used by agriculturists, but also by
engineers and a section on engineering assessment (only briefly
mentioned for the Hydrandepts) would have been useful.
The chapters on soil erosion and microrelief are valuable in
their own right.
Since this book is part of a series of books on the physical
environment. Chapter 1 is hardly needed. A very short
description of the basic parameters (to set the stage) would
have been sufficient, and reference could have been made to
the other books for further information.
The maps in Chapter 1 are hardly relevant and, in the case of
geology, meaningless. Also irrelevant to the thrust of the book
would seem to be Chapter 11 on land inventory, and Appendix
II. Its Figure 11.1 in a modified form would have been useful in
an introduction listing data sources and data utilization.
There are irritating small errors (such as a Km scale in Figure
15.2 of microrelief and minor omissions, obscurities and
imperfections, but the book is generally clearly written and
very well presented.
It will be obvious that the reviewer has some fairly major
reservations about the structuring of the book. For the
persistent reader, it does however reveal a wealth of
information on the Soils of Papua New Guinea, information
which up to now was scattered far and wide. It is a creditable
achievement based upon a great deal of painstaking labour and
wide-ranging study. May it stimulate soil research in Papua
New Guinea.
H. A. HAANTJEUS
Broulee, June 1983

Letter to the Editor
Australia's soils have certainly taken a battering in the last
couple of years. There has not only been the prolonged
drought over most of eastern Australia, but the droughtbreaking rains themselves, especially in Queensland, have
added to soil loss.
The time is long overdue for a national soil conservation
program, and it is good to see that our Federal Council is urging
both the Prime Minister and Minister for Primary Industry to
take action (Soils News No. 55).
We need to clarify our ideas on the nature of the Federal
impact. Co-operation with the States is, of course, essential
and I therefore like the idea of setting up a National Soil
Conservation Council as recommended last October by the
Senate Standing Committee on National Resources. The
Australian Water Resources Council and its programmes were
taken as a model. Hopefully both members and Branches will
take up this issue of ways and means to bring about effective
Commonwealth — State interaction.
Since the "Razor Gang" cuts of April 1981 there have been
no staff at all in Canberra to work on soil conservation policy,
funding, etc. This vacuum was hihglighted last year when the
drought relief programme, set up by the Department of
Primary Industry, did not even give the soil a mention!
Appropriate land use systems for minimising soil
degradation must also exercise our minds. We need to accept
the fact that droughts and floods are the order of the day for
most of this continent.
There must be a blitz against overgrazing, and cropping
practices, that expose the soil. It is salutary to contemplate the
fate of our civilization if we allow a continued decline in the
productive capacity of our soils, allied with long term
diminishing fossil energy and fertiliser supplies.

CHRIS L WATSON
CSIRO Div. of Soils
Canberra City, A.C.T.
22-6-1983

Forthcoming
Conferences
"International Panel on Volcanic Soils"
This meeting (organised by the Department of Pedology of La
Laguna University, Tenerife, Canary Islands, Spain) is planned
for July 1984. Main topics of the Congress will be:
• Soil genesis and classification
• Soil minerology
• Soil chemistry
• Soil fertility
• Soil biology and biochemistry
Oral presentations will be in English and Spanish with poster
displays in English, Spanish and French.
Deadlines are: Intent — September 30,1983; Acceptance of
papers — December 31, 1983; Registration — February 28,
1984.
For more details contact E. Fernandey Caldas, Panel
Internacional De Suelos Volcanicos, Departmento De
Edafologia, Universidad De La Laguna, Tenerife, Islas
Canarias, Spain.
"3rd International C o n g r e s s on P h o s p h o r u s
Compounds"
This congress will be held from October 4 to 7, 1983 at the
Brussels International Conference Centre. Official languages
are English and French. Proceedings will be published not later
than the beginning of 1984.
Objective of the Congress is to attempt an exhaustive survey
of the most important problems concerning the relations
between soil, phosphorus and plants.
For further information, address correspondence to:
Brussels International Conference Centre, Pare des
Expositions, B-1020 Brussels, Belgium.

Meeting of Soil Microscopists
& Micromorphologists at the
Australian National
Soils Conference 1984
One of the invited review papers for the National Soils
Conference 1984 in Brisbane has some relevance to soil
micromorphology. The programme committee has expressed
to me the hope that there will be enough papers on soil
micromorphology to enable it to devote one of the concurrent
sessions to the subject. For reasons that follow I would like the
scope of the session to be extended beyond micromorphology
to include papers on soil microscopy.
A group calling itself The International Working-Group on
Submicroscopy of Undisturbed Soil Materials, IWGSUSM
was formed in Wageningen at an inaugural meeting in June
1980. Daughter groups have been formed in Canada and the
USA, Asia, and Latin America. I have been asked to form an
Australasian group; I see the National Soils Conference as an
opportunity to try to do so. Colleagues in New Zealand and in
Malaysia have expressed interest in joining us.
The IWGSUSM is a small group principally of specialists
wishing to undertake co-operative research projects and to
discuss together the results of individual work. There have
been almost annual meetings in Europe, from each of which a
publication has been p r e p a r e d . T h e first book,
Submicroscopy of soils and weathered rocks, (ISBN 90
220 0777 4) edited by E.B.A. Bisdom (1981) and published by
Pudoc, has for its first chapter a write-up of the purpose and
objectives of the group. The second book Submicroscopy
studies of soils is due to appear from Elsevier quite soon, and
will also be available as a special issue of Geoderma. The next
European IWGSUSM is to be held in North Wales, 10-14
September, 1984.
I believe soil micromorphology, with microscopy and
submicroscopy as well, is a field worthy of its own session at the
National Soils Conference. I therefore beg specialists in these
fields to prepare papers for it, and to let me know that they
intend to do so.
C.B. WELLS
CSIRO Soils, Private Bag 2, Glen Osmond, S. Aust., 5064.
Telephone (08)274 9311

National Soils
Conference 1984
Review Topics and Authors
Recent advances in soil erosion research — Prof. C. W. Rose.
Soil classification in Australia — Mr. R. F. Isbell.
Recent advances in soil salinity research — Dr. A. J. Peck.
New technology and soil science (Panel) — Mr. P. J. Ross; Dr.
N. C. Uren; Dr. P. M. Chalk; Dr. F. Honey.
Recent advances in soil biology and biochemistry — Dr. K. E.
Lee; Dr. J. Ladd.
Tillage practices and soil properties — Dr. G. Osborne.
The Federal Minister for Primary Industry (John Kerin) has
been invited to open the conference.
Reminder
Circular No. 2, distributed earlier this year, included an
intent form. Those who plan to attend the conference are
requested to complete the intent form and return it to the Soils
Conference Secretary, C/- C.S.I.R.O. Cunningham
Laboratory, 306 Carmody Road, St. Lucia, Qld. 4067 as soon
as possible. Alternatively, a letter of intent would suffice. The
conference is to be held from May 13-18,1984 at the University
of Queensland. Both pre- and post-conference tours have been
arranged.

Summaries of Talks

Wetting Agents and Other Treatments for Water
Repellent Soils
Summary of a talk given to W.A. Branch on March 21st 1983
by Dr. D. A. McGhie, Research Officer, Department of
Agriculture, Bunbury Regional Office.
This was the second talk on the subject of water repellent soils
given by Dr. McGhie and a background of the causes and
nature of water repellence in soils was assumed.
The present project examines a variety of techniques which
seek to lower or overcome the effect of water repellent soils.
Generally this is expressed as a delayed seedling germination
and the later result of this is reduced crop or pasture yield.
Different methods of cultivation have been examined, with
both rotary hoeing and deep ploughing successfully lowering
the repellence of the soil. Furrow seeding and cultivating in the
rain did not affect repellence and none of the treatments have
consistently improved crop or pasture growth.
Plant residues having different levels of repellence have also
been added to water repellent soils to alter the repellence of the
soil and wheaten and barley chaff have successfully lowered the
repellence of the soil in the year of addition. The effect of added
chaff has diminished in the second year although the soil may
still retain a lower repellence than was initially present. Lupin
chaff is recognised as a contributor to water repellence and
when added to the soil maintained or increased the existing
level of soil water repellence.
Encouraging success has been achieved in a programme of
developing new wetting agents for water repellent soils. Twenty
experimental wetting agents were developed in conjunction
with two local chemical manufacturers. In addition a wide range
of existing wetting agents, some recommended for use on soils,
were also obtained and techniques developed for testing the
effectiveness of the surfacants in improving soil wetting.
A ring infiltrometer technique was used to test the wetting
and rewetting properties of the wetting agent and through
these tests the wetting agents divided into four categories (see
CATEGORY 1:
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_
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Footnote: Two of the experimentally successful wetting agents
are now being commercially produced and marketed as
Aquasoil and Wetta Soil.
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Figure 1). Ideally, an effective wetting agent should give both
effective and rapid wetting and rewetting of the soil. It should
function at low concentrations and should bind strongly to the.
soil, with its effect lasting for as long as possible to reduce costs.
Four experimental wetting agents and no commercial materials
matched the high performance standards necessary to be
grouped in category 1. Many of the commercial materials
recommended for soil use on dry patch fell into category 3 and
are not effective soil wetting agents.
To evaluate the rates of application necessary for broadacre
application a sprinkling infiltrometer was used to deliver a
standard rainfall event to plots which had been sprayed with 10,
20, 50, or lOOL/ha of wetting agent was collected and
low or nil runoff was the criterion for success of the we'ting
agent at any rate. Once again the four experimental wetting
agents out performed all others, preventing runoff from a very
water repellent sand at 50 L/ha and giving little runoff at the 10
L/ha and 20 L/ha rates.
Successful wetting agents and Aqua Gro, a commercially
available American wetting agent, were used in crop and
pasture trials in 1982. Wetting agents were applied as blanket
sprays and significant increases in pasture production were
obtained. A non significant 10% increase in wheat yield was also
obtained at one site.
Blanket sprays of the wetting agents are successful and
acceptable in some horticultural and urban (especially turf)
uses. However, costs must be lowered for dryland crops and
pastures and in 1983 a band spraying technique has been
developed wherein only 10-20% of the total area is sprayed.
Some preliminary results have shown large increases in crop
and pasture establishment using the band spraying technique.
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Fig 1. Categories used for soil wetting agents
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"Wind Erosion During the 1982/83 Drought"
Summary of talk presented to the Victorian Branch on 17
June, 1983 by R. T. Costello and D. J. Cummings.
Severe wind erosion in Victoria is normally restricted to the
lighter-textured cropping soils of the N.W., and the coastal
dune systems. However, this year, there was widespread wind
erosion right throughout the north of Victoria, even to the east
of Bendigo, and as far south as the Western District.
Worst affected was that land with sandy topsoils (sand,
loamy sands, sandy loams, and fine sandy loams), however the
heavier textured topsoils (loams, sandy clay loams, Arable
Wimmera clays and even basaltic clay loams) did not escape
undamaged.
Two surveys of the extent and severity of wind erosion were
undertaken in late February and March — one of the Mallee
area (dominantly lighter soils) and one of the sloping cropping
country between Charlton and Bendigo.
In the Mallee area, barely 50% of the cropping land was found
to be unaffected by wind erosion, the majority of stable soils
being the heavier types to the south of the area. Sandy topsoils
were the most affected with only 25% stable and nearly 60%
significantly eroded. The failure of crops the previous season
and continued reduction of standing organic matter by stock
appeared to be the main factors in the more severely eroded
areas.
In the second survey, which concentrated on the duplex
soils, about 50% of the area in the west was wind eroded, 25%
with loss of more than 60 tonnes/ha. The situation showed
some improvement eastwards towards Bendigo where 20-30%
of the land was significantly wind eroded, with less than 5%
losing more than 60 tonnes/ha. The most important cause of
severe wind erosion on the bare, dry, hard-set duplex soils was
the soil-detaching effect of sheep trafficking. Similar paddocks,
from which sheep were excluded, were far less affected.
These surveys have highlighted the need for further
investigation to determine the extent of production losses due
to the various degrees of erosion found. These losses can then
be related to 'benefits' of conventional farm management
compared to the 'costs' of alternative techniques (such as
stock reduction or stubble mulching).

Soil Conservation Posters
To heighten public awareness of the need for soil conservation
particularly among young people, the Standing Committee on
Soil Conservation of the Australian Agricultural Council, with
assistance from the Commonweatlh Department of Home
Affairs and Environment, has produced the first of the series of
colour poster-sheets.
The first poster deals with the different types of erosion while
the second in the series will outline methods of control for the
various types of erosion occurring throughout Australia.
Posters are available from the following addresses:
Soil Conservation Service of N.S.W.,
Box 201, Royal Exchange P.O.,
SYDNEY. 2000.
Soil Conservation Authority,
378 Cotham Road,
KEW. 3101.
Division of Land Utilisation,
Department of Primary Industries,
Box 46, G.P.O.,
BRISBANE. 4001.
Division of Land Use & Protection,
Department of Agriculture,
Box 1671, G.P.O.,
ADELAIDE, 5001.
Commissioner of Soil Conservation,
Department of Agriculture,
Jarrah Road,
SOUTH PERTH, 6151.
Chief Extension Officer,
Department of Agriculture,
Box 192B, G.P.O.,
HOBART, 7001.
Conservation & Agriculture Branch,
Department of Territories and Local Government,
Box 158, G.P.O.,
CANBERRA, ACT. 2601.
Conservation Commission of the Northern Territory,
Box 3496, P.O.,
WINNELLIE, N T . 5789.

Guide to CSIRO's
Research Activities
Available

Soils Excursion
The Victorian Branch is planning a 2-day soils excursion to the
Goulburn Valley. The theme will be "Pedology, soil
management and salinity in the Goulburn Valley".
The dates proposed are 26-27 October. The cost of meals
and accommodation for the excursion will be approximately
$26.50 per person. Interested persons please contact:
Dr. R. H. M. van de Graaff,
Hon. Secretary A.S.S.S. — Victorian Branch,
C/- Soil Conservation Authority,
378 Cotham Road,
KEW. 3101.

A comprehensive guide to CSIRO's research activities
throughout Australia is now available.
The guide contains descriptions of all CSIRO's more than
700 current research programmes and sub-programmes, and
will be a valuable source of information for industry,
government and research and educational institutions.
In clear, non-technical language, it outlines research
programmes being tackled by CSIRO and the implications of
reseach findings. The latest edition of the research guide
contains programmes arranged under subject matter headings
within four main sections covering rural industries, mineral,
energy and water resources, manufacturing industries and
community interests.
The names, addresses and telephone numbers of the people
to contact about any research topic are also included, along
with the name of collaborating institutions.
Three index listings are included: one which lists
programmes and sub-programmes, one listing personal names
and one listing subjects.
The publication updates last year's edition which was widely
sold, the majority to industry, with copies also going to public
libraries, college and university libraries and the Academy of
Science.
Copies of the publication, titled Directory of CSIRO
Research Programmes, are available for $20, postage included,
from the CSIRO Editorial and Publications Service, P.O. Box
89, East Melbourne, Victoria, 3002. Cheques accompanying
orders should be made out to 'Collector of Moneys, CSIRO'.

"CAST' Publications
The Council for Agricultural Science and Technology (CAST)
who have headquarters in Ames, Iowa, produce a series of
publications. They appear as Reports, Papers, Comments
from Cast, and Special Publications.
There are, within these publications, a wide range of titles of,
interest to soil scientists. Details are provided in their
Publications Catalogue, February 1982.
The Australian Institute of Agricultural Science does have
copies of some CAST publications and can make copies for
members including those in affiliated Societies such as the
A.S.S.S. Inc. Price of the copies is 10$ per page, including
postage.
Members should contact the A.I.A.S. Central Office, 191
Royal Parade, Parkville, 3052 (Phone 347 1277) for further
details.
1

Non-Point Sources of
Pollution — Report on
Workshop
The Australian Water Resources Council held a workshop on
non-point sources of pollution at Monash University in March.
It was attended by 106 Australian delegates and Dr. Walter
Knisel from USDA.
The central role of eroded soil was discussed, as a pollutant
in itself and as a vehicle for transport of fertilisers, pesticides,
heavy metals, and microbiological pollutants. Workshop
participants emphasised the importance of a whole-catchment
approach, considered various models for estimating pollutant
loads, and discussed economic, legal, institutional and social
aspects of non-point source pollution control.

Bogong High Plains
Vegetation Map
The Victoria Conservation Trust, in conjunction with the Soil
Conservation Authority, has published the first in a series of
colour vegetation maps of the Bogong High Plains. The map,
entitled "Rocky Valley", covers the area around Falls Creek
alpine village and includes many popular visitor attractions
such as the summits of Mt. Cope and Mt. Nelse and several
cattlemen's huts. The map includes all necessary road and
track information for visitors, as well as showing the location of
major plant communities.
On the back of the map are colour photos of plant
communities and individual species taken by Colin Totterdell
of C.S.I.R.O. The photos will assist visitors to identify some of
the common wildflowers which grow on the Bogong High
Plains.
The map is the culmination of three years' intensive study of
the vegetation by the staff of the Soil Conservation Authority.
Conservation of the vegetation is the main aim of soil
conservation in these alpine catchments.
The map retails for $5.95 and is available from:
Lands Department Map Sales, 35 Spring Street,
Melbourne.
Victoria Conservation Trust, 250 Victoria Parade,
East Melbourne. (Phone 651 4661).

Letter from
Federal Minister
for Primary Industry
Dear Mr. Russell,
Thank you again for your letter of 18 March 1983 concerning
the problem of erosion. You also attached a copy of your letter
of the same date to the Prime Minister.
The Government is extremely concerned about the damage
being caused by erosion and it is giving priority to implementing
its policy on soil conservation. We recognise that the future
prosperity of our primary industries depends on our capacity to
restore and maintain agriculture's resource base — soils,
water, pastures and vegetation.
I will be proposing to the Government the establishment of a
National Soil Conservation Programme. This will be developed
in co-operation with the States and in accordance with land use
planning principles and consistent with national water resource
priorities. It will involve both direct financial assistance and use
taxation measures as a means of promoting agricultural
resource conservation.
The problem is a very complex one and I will bear in mind
your Society's thoughtful approach on these issues.
Yours Sincerely, JOHN KERIN 21 April, 1983

Honorary Doctorate for
CSIRO Water Scientist
On April 23 the University of Melbourne conferred on Dr. John
Philip, Chief of the CSIRO Division of Environmental
Mechanics, the degree of Doctor of Engineering honoris
causa. Dr. Philip received this honorary doctorate in
recognition of his pioneering research on the physics of the
hydrologic processes that occur in the soil. Dr. Philip is wellknown to scientists and engineering hydrologists around the
world for his development of the physical theory of infiltration
(the process whereby water enters and moves downward in the
soil), and of the means of analyzing it mathematically. Dr. Philip
has made many other contributions to our understanding of
the physics and mathematics of the natural environment. Dr.
Philip is a Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science and a
Fellow of the Royal Society of London. In 1981 the Academy of
Science recognized his research contributions through the
award of the Lyle Medal; and in 1982 he received the Horton
Medal of the American Geophysical Union for his distinguished
contributions to the geophysics of hydrology.
Dr. Philip was, until recently, Director of the CSIRO Institute
of Physical Sciences. In February he returned to his former
post in the Division of Environmental Mechanics. There he is
continuing his earlier role as leader of the team which has
produced the major coherent body of research in this country
dealing with water in the natural environment. The Division
began as a small group within the Division of Plant Industry and
has, since its inception, published more than 500 scientific
research papers, of which the great majority are concerned
with aspects of the processes undergone by water in the
hydrologic cycle.

Membership Changes
The following applications for membership were received:
R. W. Cummin^ (ACT)
R. W. Bell (QLD)
N. E. Marcar (S.A.)
S. Harper (VIC.)
J. A. Gardiner (QLD)
D. C. MacFarlane (QLD)
Dr. B. A. Keating (QLD)
L S. Hay (NSW)
A. K. M. S. Islam (QLD)
The following application for re-admission was received:
£. H. Mikhail (VIC.)
Resignations were received from:
Dr. B. Palmer (VIC.)
Mr. L. F. Bartels (VIC.)
Mr. P. J. White (QLD)
The following t e r m i n a t i o n s of m e m b e r s h i p
recommended:
D. A. O'Beirne (VIC.)
T. Poutsma (VIC.)
The following transfers were requested:
Mr. P. K. Fraser (VIC. — NSW)
Mr. M. Wells (VIC — W.A.)
Mr. A. W. Wood (O.S. — QLD)
Mr. J. M. Aldrick (VIC. - QLD)

were

DEADLINE FOR
NEXT ISSUE
The deadline for SOILS NEWS No. 57 is September
23rd, 1983. Remember to supply (when possible) two
copies of all contributions. Avoid hand-written
submissions.

